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AITKAF FORM 

 

 
Anwaar-e-Madina is working under the direction of Honorable Sufi Shukat Ali 

Qadri Sb(RA). We give you a warm welcome on the behalf of Sufi Sb. & Anwaar-

e-madina society to attend the aitkaf days along Anwaar-e-Madina companions.  
 

Anwar-e-Madina online aitkaf form is being issued for the convenience of people to get online 

booking along following details:     

 

 Details Office Use 

NAME   

N.I.C. #   

Complete Address   

Alternate Address   

City   

Contact #   

Alternate Contact #   

E-mail Details   

Before in Aitkaf   

Submission date   

Reference Name   

Reference Address   

Reference Tel #   

 

 

Online aitkaf form is being issued along following details: 

 

1. It is required to follow all the instructions of Amir Sb. (Sufi Shaukat Ali Qadri Sb.) 

2. In case of any dispute, Amir Sb. decision will be accepted by all members. 

3. Political discussion is highly prohibited 

4. It is prohibited to discuss any confusing issues regarding religion during Eitkaf stay 

5. It is required to take permission from Amir Sb. for any address in mosque 

6. It is assumed that all Muslim fellows will complete the Eitkaf days with their best efforts 

to gather the spiritual benefits of Eitkaf and bear each other without any violence to show 

full harmony 

7. All scheduled Ibadat will be followed by all attendees. 
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8. People will take their Mattress, Pillow & sheets themselves.   

9. ID Card copy should be emailed along online Aitkaf Form 

10. Person should provide 1 latest Picture 

11. Online Aitkaf Form should be submitted by 15th Ramadhan 

12. Person can come on 20th Ramadhan along original ID Card and form submitted 

hardcopy, which should contain office confirmation mail as well 

13. People can contact Anwaar-e-Madina Mosque Office by start of Ramadhan 

14. Please visit Anwaar-e-Madina  site: 

 

  www.anwaar-e-madina.com 

 

 

15. Please email copy to following addresses: 

 

  info@anwaar-e-madina.com 
  imtiaz2madina@yahoo.co.uk 
  usmanwfu@hotmail.com 

 

16. Please contact on following numbers for any query: 

  +92-42-3-5266786 Anwaar-e-Madina Mosque Number 

 

For any confusion or emergency, Please contact: 

+92-321-4170786  Imtiaz Ahmad Qadri Sb. 

 

17. Please wait for 5-7 days to get confirmation from Office representative 

18. If any person want to submit any funds, Please contact Anwaar-e-Madina Mosque or 

submit in the following account #: 

 

Bank Name:   MUSLIM COMMERCIAL BANK 

       Mughalpura, Branch, Lahore 

Account Name: Anwaar-e-Madina, Welfare Society 

Account Number: 0030872051000325 
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